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Each month, Chemistry & Biology Select highlights a selection of research reports from the recent
literature. These highlights are a snapshot of interesting research done across the field of chemical
biology. Our June 2015 selection includes a revelation that tRNA fragments have an anti-cancer
role, insights into what happens when one bacteria is selectively knocked out of the human oral
cavity microbiome, and a new strategy for developing photoswitching fatty acid-based probes
for protein-lipid interactions.Beyond the Amino Acid Transfer
Transfer RNA (tRNA) is one of the central players in translation, the process that starts from DNA and ends at the newly
synthesized protein for which a given DNA sequence codes. The role of tRNA is to transfer amino acids, the building blocks
that proteins are made of, and match each one of them with the exact DNA-derived code, allowing the protein synthesis
machine, the ribosome, to keep attaching amino acids delivered by tRNA one by one until the entire chain of a new protein
is assembled.
This is not, however, where the story of tRNAs stops—interesting things start happening when cells are under stress and
tRNAs get cleaved into tRNA-derived fragments (tRFs). These fragments have functions of their own, and Goodarzi et al.
explore what tRFs are doing under hypoxic conditions in the context of breast cancer cells. The authors employ
genome-wide profiling of tRFs in breast cancer cells under normoxia and hypoxia and observe enrichment of a linear
sequence motif, the SCUBYC motif, in a tRF population affected by hypoxia that included tRNAGlu-derived fragments.
This led Goodarzi et al. to propose the existence of a trans factor that binds to the common motif. A follow-up in vitro
co-precipitation experiment using tRNAGlu-derived tRFs as baits led to identification of an RNA binding protein, YBX1, as
the main binding factor for tRNAGlu. Overall, different lines of additional experimental evidence supports Goodarzi et al.’s
conclusion that tRFs represent a new line of defense against oncogenic transformation. Under stress, the levels of specific
tRFs goes up, they engage with YBX1, and compete off transcripts of different oncogenes that are stabilized via YBX1 bind-
ing, thus leading to their destabilization and downregulation. Goodarzi et al. speculate that this is just a tip of the iceberg and
that there are likely to be other trans factors for the same population of tRFs, as well as different classes of tRFs with their
unique network of interactions, possible distinct roles for specific base modifications, and fragments arising from other clas-
ses of non-coding RNAs.
Goodarzi et al. (2015). Cell 4, 790–802. http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.cell.2015.02.053Ecosystem of the Human Mouth
Every human being is not an individual but rather an ecosystem inhabited by
approximately 100 trillion bacterial cells and about ten times fewer human cells.
It is now clear that the relationships between us and our microbiomes are com-
plex and depend not only on the relationship between our cells and those of the
microbes, but on the interplay within and among bacterial communities. The in-
dividual bacterial communities are not homogenous, and most are composed
of bacterial species that range from beneficial and synergistic to pathogenic.
Therefore, it is of interest to introduce targeted perturbations into a given com-
munity, for example, by inhibiting growth of a single species, in order to better
understand interspecies relationships and dependencies.
One heavily examined bacterial community is the one found in our oral cavity, which, among the 700 other species that live
in any given human’s mouth, hosts a cavity-causing Streptococcus mutans. A previous study demonstrated that a synthetic
antimicrobial peptide, C16G2, led to targeted killing of S. mutans in biofilms and cultures with two closely related strains. Guo
et al. follow up on that work to examine the selectivity profile of C16G2 using monocultures of 20 bacterial species, which
confirmed the previously observed selectivity, as well as saliva-derived model containing over a 100 different bacteria.
What Guo et al. see is something very interesting: when S. mutans levels are depleted upon C16G2 application, the relative
abundance of several streptococci, usually found in healthy subjects, increases, while overall diversity and abundance of
other species decreases. The losers in this scenario are bacteria that depend on S. mutans, like Veillonella spp., which re-
quires lactic acid produced by S. mutans to grow, and Fusobacterium periodonticum, which requires direct physical associ-
ation with S. mutans. This work supports the view of host-associated microbial communities as ecosystems composed of
many interconnected parts that form intricate relationships.Chemistry & Biology 22, June 18, 2015 ª2015 Elsevier Ltd All rights reserved 683
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oral cavity microbiome indiscriminately. Guo et al. describe what happens when they selectively remove one pathogenic
bacterial species from this ecosystem and highlight that these communities are complex and intertwined.
Guo et al. (2015). Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. Published online June 1, 2015. http://dx.doi.org/10.1073/pnas.1506207112684 Chemistry & Biology 22, June 18, 2015 ª201ON/OFF Switch for TRPV1
Whether it is a hot plate or a hot pepper, our bodies use the transient receptor
potential vanilloid type 1 ion channel (TRPV1) to transform environmental cues
into the burning sensation we feel. Functionally, TRPV1 is a non-selective ion
channel, and its activity is regulated by, among other modulators, fatty acids
(FAs) and their derivatives, including capsaicin (CAP), a compound found in chilli
peppers and responsible for their fiery flavor. TRPV1 is also sensitive to inflam-
matory mediators and therefore important for inflammation-associated pain.
Currently available agonists and antagonists all have significant side effects,
and better tools are needed to study TRPV1 and its interaction with different
binding partners. Building on their previous work on developing photoswitch-
able TRPV1 antagonists that worked together with CAP, Trauner and col-
leagues now describe a series of photoswitchable CAP-based agonists (Frank
et al., 2015) that can be used without any additional factors to control TRPV1function. The probe design is based on using an azobenzene photoswitch, with a FA tail, fused to the vanilloid head group
of CAP to generate 8 photoswitchable vanilloids, AzCA1–8. In the dark, AzCA1-8 prefer a trans configuration but can be
switched to cis when exposed to 365 nm light, and isomerized back to trans with 460 nm light. Frank et al. examine the per-
formance of these probes, first using HEK293T cells that transiently express TRPV1-YFP fusion. In this system, AzCAs were
able to provide optical control of TRPV1. Follow-up work was done using the best probe in this series, AzCA4, in whole-cell
patch clamp experiments, dorsal root ganglion (DRG) neuron cultures, ex vivo skin nerve preparation, and mouse models.
This work not only contributes a new set of tools for studying TRPV1 but highlights the potential to apply a similar strategy
to create a significantly broader menu of photoswitchable FAs, FAAzos, to control diverse lipid-modulated biological targets.
Capsaicin (CAP) is a compound that influences our perception of chili peppers’ hotness by binding to transient receptor
potential vanilloid type 1 ion channel (TRPV1). Frank et al. now use CAP as a starting point for designing selective photo-
switchable probes for TRPV1.
Frank et al. (2015). Nat. Commun. Published online May 22, 2014. http://dx.doi.org/10.1038/ncomms8118
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